
 

Training & Support 
Current Practice & QA48 Guidance  

• The Students’ Union provides optional training for Academic and Faculty Representatives in 
the form of online ‘basic’ training. This is supplemented with a conference held in early 
November (with various sessions support or run by university staff members and figures 
from across the sector) and ongoing briefings on emerging issues. The Students’ Union also 
provides students attending FLTQCs, BoS and central university meetings with bespoke 
briefings and debriefings. 

• Currently there is limited training available for staff who attend SSLCs or undertake student 
engagement activities within departments. Probationary lecturers participate in The Bath 
Course in Enhancing Academic Practice that aims, amongst other things, to equip staff who 
teach to effectively support the student learning experience and student engagement. 

QA48 Guidance on Training Academic Reps 

Roles and Responsibilities  

“3.5 The Students’ Union, supported by the Centre for Learning & Teaching, is responsible for the 
training, briefing and general support for student representatives.“ 

“3.7 The Centre for Learning & Teaching (CLT) is responsible for delivering training and briefings for 
academic and professional services staff; and for supporting the Students’ Union in delivering 
training and briefings for student representatives; and for providing advice to 
Faculties/Departments/School/LPO on good practice on Student Engagement including the 
operation of SSLCs.” 

Training and ongoing supporting for Students and Staff 

“7.1 The Students’ Union and the CLT provide both student representatives and staff with access to 
training and ongoing support to equip them to fulfil their roles in student engagement with quality 
enhancement and assurance.” 

 The SU  “organises an annual Reps Conference, in partnership with the University, to provide training 
and development opportunities for Academic Reps” and how CLT will provide “induction and 
ongoing role-based support for academic staff to support their role in facilitating students 
engagement”.  

Feedback from Consultation Phase 1  
Training and development of Academic Representatives 

79% of Academic Reps agreed that following their training they felt prepared to do their role as 
Academic Rep, only 4% (5 students) actively disagreed. 53% of Staff agreed that the Academic Reps 
they work with were prepared when starting their role, 25% did not agree and 23% did not know.  

Academic Reps commented that the types of things which would have helped them feel more 
prepared when starting their role were.  

• More information about the Department and SSLC meetings including key contacts in the 
Department 

https://www.bath.ac.uk/publications/qa48-student-engagement-with-quality-assurance-and-enhancement/attachments/qa48-student-engagement-with-qa-and-enhancement.pdf


 

• Earlier training 
• An opportunity to meet previous Academic Reps or have examples of what previous 

Academic Reps did 
• Clarity of the role and expectations on Academic Reps. 

Further development opportunities or training which were suggested by Academic Reps included: 

• Leadership training 
• Clarity of lines of accountability/decision making within the University 
• Separate training for postgraduate representatives 
• Further communication training specifically communicating with students 
• Presenting issues effectively in committees 
• Specific topics such as mental health, decolonisation, disability awareness 
• Survey creation (collecting feedback) 
• Chairs training (this already exists) 

Many Academic Reps commented that they felt that the training provided gave them what they 
needed and there were no further development opportunities or training which they wanted. 

Support for Academic Representatives 

Examples given by Academic Reps of the support they receive and how this helps them focused 
mostly on meetings and updates within their Department/School (Director of Studies mostly 
mentioned as being the contact that provides this), and regular updates and support from The SU 
through individual support from Officers and staff, engagement with other Academic Reps at SU 
meetings and the training provided by The SU. 

Suggestions of additional forms of support included clearer communication of where the issues 
Academic Reps raise in SSLCs go and actions taken, recognition of the role and time spent 
volunteering as an Academic Rep, clarity of dates and times of meetings, easier mechanisms to be 
able to communicate with their cohort e.g. Moodle or time in lectures, and an opportunity for some 
form of handover from the previous Academic Reps. 

Training and support for staff  

Staff answering the survey were asked what support (training, support, information) they would like 
to see introduced or increased for staff who support the academic representation system.  

Most comments were focused on clarity of what training and support is provided to Academic Reps 
so that staff are aware of what their Academic Reps receive.  Further information regarding the 
elections was also requested from clear timelines and responsibilities to specific requests for slides 
which can be used in the induction presentations.  Training for new starters (DoS and SSLC support 
roles) was also suggested.  Support with running SSLCs was also highlighted from support with 
agenda items, minuting and effective operation and administration of SSLCs.  

Some staff left comments which related to training they felt Academic Reps would benefit from 
including gathering feedback, creating effective communications channels with their cohorts, how 
to represent lots of different views, meeting etiquette, presenting student feedback and chairing 
SSLCs. 



 

 

Examples of Sector Practice  
• Sheffield SU Academic Rep Role Descriptor- Sheffield provide three training development 

opportunities which enable students to then take on extra responsibilities.  
• RHSU “hubs” for Students Reps and Staff- These are webpages which are filled with links to 

useful information, both Reps and Staff hubs have dedicated resources pages and 
handbooks. (staff handbook, Academic Reps Handbook)  

• Birmingham Guild of Students Student Representation System Toolkit-  On pg14 there is a 
detailed “training pathway” diagram with details about the different ways training will 
support reps. Notable practice is the Couse/School level bespoke session which is a session 
delivered by staff covering “local issues” and acts as an induction to the department. There 
is more detailed on the best practices of training on pg 7 as well 

Proposals: for discussion 
• Mandatory basic training and assessment which all Reps must 

complete and pass to qualify 
• Enhanced training for Reps to be developed by The SU  
• Training and Resources to be developed for staff on how to support 

Academic Reps  

https://su.sheffield.ac.uk/student-leadership/academic-reps/role-descriptor
https://www.su.rhul.ac.uk/voice/academicreps/students/
https://www.su.rhul.ac.uk/voice/academicreps/reps/
https://www.su.rhul.ac.uk/voice/academicreps/staff/
https://www.su.rhul.ac.uk/voice/academicreps/reps/resources/
https://www.su.rhul.ac.uk/voice/academicreps/staff/resources/
https://www.su.rhul.ac.uk/stylesheet/RHSU2017/button-fallback.jpg
https://www.su.rhul.ac.uk/pageassets/voice/academicreps/reps/resources/AcademicRep-Handbook-2020.pdf
https://www.guildofstudents.com/pageassets/studentreps/rephub/Student-Representation-System-Toolkit.pdf

